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Summary Information
Repository: Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department
Title: James Shepherd Pike Papers
ID: SpC MS 0409
Date [inclusive]: 1850-1880






James Shepherd Pike Papers, SpC MS 0409, [Box No.], [Folder No.], Raymond H. Fogler Library
Special Collections Department, University of Maine, Orono, Maine
^ Return to Table of Contents
Biographical Note
James Sheperd Pike was born in Calais in 1811. He was a journalist for the Portland Advertiser, Boston
Courier, and New York Tribune. From 1861-1866 he was Minister Resident to the Netherlands. After the
Civil War, he authored numerous books.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
The papers of a journalist, diplomat and author from Calais, Maine. Including correspondence, diaries,
notebooks, account books, manuscripts, and some family material. Correspondents include Salmon P.
Chase, Charles Anderson Dana, G.G. Fogg, and Horace Greeley.
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Arrangement
Boxes 273-274 contain correspondence; boxes 274a-274b contain other materials.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department







Kept at Fogler Library's offsite storage facility. One week's notice required for retrieval.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
On permanent loan from Calais Free Library - should be returned on request, see agreement in Special
Collections file.
Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
Information on literary rights available in the repository.
^ Return to Table of Contents




• Politicians -- Maine
• Journalists -- Maine
• Journalism










• Pike, James Shepherd, 1811-1882
• Dana, Charles Anderson
• Greeley, Horace, 1811-1872
• Chase, Salmon P. (Salmon Portland), 1808-1873
• Fogg, G. G.
General Note
Also contains 8 issues of the Spirit of Seventy-six magazine: Oct., Nov., Dec., 1875, Feb.-July 1876.




box 273Abbott, George I., letter, Sheffield, England to James S. Pike, The
Hague, 1865, October 12
folder 1
Adams, A. B ., letter, to Elizabeth E. Pike, Holograph signed,
endorsed by Pike: Mrs. Chs. Francis Adams, 1863, June 16
box 273
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folder 2
box 273Adams, Charles F., letter, London, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1861, October 24
folder 3
box 273Archer, Bellen, letter, Churchill, to James S. Pike Holograph
signed, endorsed by Pike: Rev. Bellen Archer. Langford. Bristol,
1865, August13 folder 4
box 273Archer, Bellen, letter, Churchill, to James S. Pike Holograph
signed, endorsed by Pike: Rev. Bellen Archer. Langford near
Bristol, 1865, August 28 folder 5
box 273Arnal, Dr., letter, Paris, to Elizabeth E. Pike?, 1864, April 10
folder 6
box 273Aspinnall, William H., letter, Paris, to James S. Pike, 1863, May
12
folder 7
box 273Bache, A. D., letter, Capitol City(?), to James S. Pike, 1864, April
4
folder 8
box 273Bache, Eny, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, n.d. July 9
folder 9
box 273Bache, Eny, letter, London, to James S. Pike Holograph signed,
endorsed by Pike: Mrs. Bache. London, 1865, May 13
folder 10
box 273Bache, Eny, letter, Edinburgh, to James S. Pike, 1865, June 5
folder 11
box 273Bache, Eny, letter, to James S. Pike, 1865, July, 12
folder 12
box 273Bailey, Gamaliel, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike, 1854,
June 6
folder 13
box 273Bailey, Gamaliel, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike, 1856,
May 21
folder 14
box 273Bailey, Gamaliel, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike, 1856,
May 20
folder 15
box 273Bailey, Gamaliel, letter, Wakefield, R.I, to James S. Pike, 1857,
September 13
folder 16
box 273Bailey, Gamaliel, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike,
Avondale, Pa, 1857, December 15
folder 17
Bailey, Gamaliel, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike, 1858,
April 23
box 273
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folder 18
box 273Bailey, Gamaliel, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike, 1858
May 23
folder 19
box 273Bailey, Margaret L., letter, Washington, D.C, to (James S.) Pike,
1859, November 25
folder 20
box 273Bailey, Margaret L., letter, Washington, D.C. to James S. Pike,
1859, December 15
folder 21
box 273Barnard, D.B ., letter, Calais, Me, to James S. Pike, 1861
folder 22
box 273Barry, G. E. W., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 29
folder 23
box 273Beverage, Harrison, letter, to James S. Pike, Calais. Political
questionnaire, 1858, August1
folder 24
box 273Bigelow, John, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Relates to
1852 presidentlal election, 1852, November 6
folder 25
box 273Bigelow, John, letter, Paris, to James S. Pike, 1865, December 12
folder 26
box 273Blair, Montgomery, letter, to James S. Pike, 1865, June
folder 27
box 273Bradbury, B., letter, Eastport, to James S. Pike, 1859, April 14
folder 28
box 273Bradbury, B., letter, Eastport, to James S. Pike, 1859, May 15
folder 29
box 273Briggs, John G. A., letter, Cleveland, to Salmon P. Chase Includes
notes by Pike, 1855, May 5
folder 30
box 273Brown, J. H ., letter, Langford, to James S. Pike, 1865, August 24
folder 31
box 273Brown, James Olcott, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859, July
27
folder 32
box 273Brown, James Olcott, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
November 7
folder 33
Bruschmann(?) , A ., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike Holograph
signed, endorsed by Pike: Metropolitan R. R, 1859, June 16
box 273
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folder 34
box 273Buel, Alexander W., Speech of Hon. Alexander W. Buel in
defence of the Constitution and the Union. Washington, Union
Office. "Delivered at a public dinner given to him by his fellow-
citizens at Detroit.", 1850
folder 35
box 273C....? Thomas T., letter, Flushing,to James S. Pike, The Hague.
Holograph signed, endorsed by Pike: Commodore C , Flushing,
1864, September 11 folder 36
box 273Calais advertiser, extra. Calais Me. Relates to campaign of S. C.
Foster, September 4, 1858
folder 37
box 273Campbell, Lewis D., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, New
York. Relates to the Nebraska Bill, 1854, May 14
folder 38
box 273Campbell, Lewis D., letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike,
New York. Relates to the Nebraska Bill, 1854, May 24
folder 39
box 273Campbell, William I., letter, Rotterdam, to James S. Pike, 1862,
June 25
folder 40
box 273Carter, Henry, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, Washington, D.
C, 1850, January 11
folder 41
box 273Carter, Henry, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike., 1850, February
18
folder 42
box 273Carter, Henry, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, Washington D.C,
1850, March 29
folder 43
box 273Carter, Henry, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, Relates to Henry
Clay, Daniel Webster, 1850, April 17
folder 44
box 273Chadbourne, G . W., letter, to James S. Pike (, 1859, September8
folder 45
box 273Chadbourne, George W., letter, to James S. Pike, 1861, March8
folder 46
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Cincinnati, to James S. Pike, 1855,
March 22
folder 47
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Cincinnati to Mr. and Mrs. James
S. Pike, 1855, July 17
folder 48
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Ohio, to James S. Pike Relates to
Chase's campaign in Ohio, 1855, October 18
folder 49
Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Columbus, Ohio, to James S. Pike,
1858, May 12
box 273
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folder 50
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Boston, to Lizzie Elliott Pike,
Calais, Me, 1858, August 12
folder 51
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Columbus, Ohio, to Lizzie Elliott
Pike, Relates to the death of Gamaliel Bailey, 1859, July 13
folder 52
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Columbus, Ohio, to James S.
Pike., 1860, May 8
folder 53
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Columbus, Ohio, to James S. Pike
Relates to Lincoln's Cabinet, 1861, January 10
folder 54
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Columbus, Ohio, to Lizzie Elliott
Pike, 1861, January 27
folder 55
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington D.C. to Lizzie Elliott
Pike, 1865, March 17
folder 56
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Baltimore, to President Abraham
Lincoln, Relates to Reconstruction, 1865, April 11+12
folder 57
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Narragansett Beach, to James S.
Pike, 1865, July 8
folder 58
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C, to Lizzie Elliott
Pike, 1865, December 23
folder 59
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C. to Lizzie Elliott
Pike Relates to Andrew Johnson, 1866, March 20
folder 60
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D. C, to James S.
Pike Relates to Johnson's impeachment, 1868, April 28
folder 61
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Narragansett, to James S. Pike,
1868, July 29
folder 62
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S.
Pike, 1868, October
folder 63
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, to James S. Pike, 1869, February
folder 64
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S.
Pike, 1869, December 24
folder 65
Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S.
Pike, 1870, April 27
box 273
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folder 66
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S.
Pike, 1872, January 23
folder 67
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C. to George S.
Bryan, Charleston, S. C. letter of introduction, 1873, January 27
folder 68
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S.
Pike, 1873, January 27
folder 69
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland, letter, Washington, D.C. to W. L.
Trenholm, Charleston, S. C, 1873, January 27
folder 70
box 273Chase, Salmon Portland. letter from Chief Justice Chase to a
committee of colored men. n.d. "From the New Orleans Times.",
N/A folder 71
box 273Clapp, Isaac, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike Relates to import of
Manila cordage, 1859, December 1
folder 72
box 273Clapp, Isaac, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike Relates to import of
Manila cordage, 1859, February 10
folder 73
box 273Clapp, Isaac, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Relates to import of
Manila cordage, 1859, December 22
folder 74
box 273Clay, C...? M., letter, St. Petersburg, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1861, August 27
folder 75
box 273Clulbe, James H., letter, Brandon, to James S. Pike The Hague,
1865, August 22
folder 76
box 273Coale, William C., letter, Baltimore, to James S. Pike,
Washington, D. C, 1861, March 8
folder 77
box 273Cochran, W. S., letter, Rockland Me, to James S. Pike,
Washington, D. C, 1860, June 16
folder 78
box 273Coffin, Joshua, letter, Newburg, to James S. Pike, 1859, May 21
folder 79
box 273Coffin, Joshua, letter, Newburg, to James S. Pike, 1859, May 31
folder 80
box 273Corwin, Thomas. letter to James S. Pike, 1858, April?
folder 81
Corwin, Thomas. letter to James S. Pike, 1858, May?, box 273
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folder 82
box 273Corwin, Thomas, letter, Lebanon, Ohio, to James S. Pike, Relates
to Pike's "Machias Speech" and Corwin's campaign in Ohio, 1858,
September 24 folder 83
box 273Crosby, William G., letter, Belfast Me. to James S. Pike,
Washington, D. C, 1850, January 31
folder 84
box 273Crosby, William G., letter, Belfast Me. to James S. Pike,
Washington, D. C, 1850, February 22
folder 85
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, Tuesday, New York, to James S.
Pike, Tuesday
folder 87
box 273Dana Charles Anderson letter, Weds, to James S. Pike,
Wednesday
folder 88
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, Weds, New York, to James S.
Pike, Wednesday (2)
folder 89
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, Fri. to James S. Pike, Friday
folder 90
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
Washington, January 10
folder 91
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
January 12
folder 92
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, N. Y. to James S. Pike Relates to
the Chittenden biography, January 21
folder 93
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
February 9
folder 94
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, to James S. Pike, February 23
folder 95
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
March 3
folder 96
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, to James S. Pike, March 6
folder 97
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
March 15
folder 98
Dana Charles Anderson, letter, to James S. Pike, March 17 box 273
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folder 99
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike
Relates to Seward's nomination, March 20
folder 100
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
March 26
folder 101
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, April
9
folder 102
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, May.
21
folder 103
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Jun. 5
folder 104
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, July 7
folder 105
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, July
7
folder 106
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, July
14
folder 107
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, July
16
folder 108
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, July
22
folder 109
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, July
24
folder 110
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
undated
folder 111
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
September 6
folder 112
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
September 15
folder 113
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1850? May 29
folder 114
Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1851, January13
box 273
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folder 115
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
Washington, 1851? January 24
folder 116
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
Calais, 1851, March 21
folder 117
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York to James S. Pike, 1851,
April 8
folder 118
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to (James S.) Pike,
1851, April 25
folder 119
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1851, August 9
folder 120
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1851, October
folder 121
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1852,
February 19
folder 122
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, to James S. Pike, 1852? May?
folder 123
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York to James S. Pike, 1852,
June 21
folder 124
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1852,
June 21
folder 125
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, to James S. Pike, 1852, November
folder 126
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
Calais, Me, 1853, June 24
folder 127
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1853,
July 4
folder 128
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1854,
July 17
folder 129
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1854,
July 28
folder 130
Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York to (James S.) Pike,
1854, August 4
box 273
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folder 131
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1854,
September 1
folder 132
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1854, September 25
folder 133
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S.) Pike,
1854, November 22
folder 134
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1855,
February 5
folder 135
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, to James S. Pike, 1855? August 25
folder 136
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1856?
folder 137
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1856,
May
folder 138
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1856,
May 30
folder 139
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1856,
June 11
folder 140
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, to James S. Pike, 1856? June 24
folder 141
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1856,
October 5
folder 142
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1856,
December 11
folder 143
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1856? December 14
folder 144
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1856? December 23
folder 145
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1857,
January?
folder 146
Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1857,
Nov 12
box 273
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folder 147
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1858, June 4
folder 148
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1858,
November 15
folder 149
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1859, February 4
folder 150
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter,New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
February 11
folder 151
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1859, February 16
folder 152
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1859, June 14
folder 153
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1859, June 23
folder 154
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, 1859? August 21
folder 155
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1859, August 25
folder 156
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike
Relates to Seward's election, 1859? August 25
folder 157
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 1
folder 158
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 15
folder 159
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1860, March 5
folder 160
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1860? March 8
folder 161
box 273Dana Charles Anderson, letter, to James S. Pike, 1860, March 15
folder 162
Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1861,
March 15
box 273
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folder 163
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1861, Nov 8
folder 164
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike
Relates to political matters, 1862, January 4
folder 165
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1862, March 22
folder 166
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James. Pike., 1862,
April 9
folder 167
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike
Relates to the Tribune, 1862, May 28
folder 168
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1862, December 30
folder 169
box 273Dana, Dana Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1863, March 13
folder 170
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, Sangatuck?, to James S. Pike.
Relates to General Grant, 1863, July 29
folder 171
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, Washington D.C, to James S. Pike
(12p. 21 cm.) Relates to Dana's activities as Assistant Secretary of
War, 1863, August 18 folder 172
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, City Point, Va, to James S. Pike
Relates to the Civil War, 1864, July 10
folder 173
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, Washington City, to James S. Pike
Relates to Grant's campaigns, 1864, August 8
folder 174
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, Washington City, to James S.
Pike, The Hague. Relates to Salmon P. Chase, December 12, 1864
folder 175
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S.
Pike, The Hague. Relates to the assassination of President Lincoln,
1865, May 10 folder 176
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, Chicago, to James S. Pike, 1865,
November 10
folder 177
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1880, August
folder 178
Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1880, August 23
box 273
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folder 179
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1880, November 1
folder 180
box 273Dana, Charles Anderson, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
1881, January 25
folder 181
box 273Darling, Timothy, letter, Nassau, N.P, to James S. Pike Relates to
family history, 1880, March 30
folder 182
box 273Darling, Timothy, letter, Nassau, Bahamas, to James S. Pike.
Relates to Darling family history, 1880, September 18
folder 183
box 273Davis, Eliza?, letter, Washington,D.C, to James S. Pike, Endorsed
by Pike: Mrs. John Davis, Washington, 1850, June 19
folder 184
box 273Davis, Eliza?, letter, Worcester Mass. to James S. Pike, Endorsed
by Pike: Mrs. John Davis, Worcester. Relates to the death of John
Davis, 1855, June 10 folder 185
box 273Dayton, William L., letter, Paris, to James S. Pike Paris, 1862,
February 9
folder 186
box 273Dix, Charles B., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D. C, 1859, February 3
folder 187
box 273Dix, Charles B., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D. C, 1859, February 14
folder 188
box 273Dix, Charles B., letter, Salem, to James S. Pike, New York, 1859,
May 12
folder 189
box 273Draper, Sim, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1864, October 7
folder 190
box 273Ellis, Edward Chauncy, letter, Langham, to James S. Pike, 1865,
August 7
folder 191
box 273Faxon, letter, Machias, Me. to Shubael? Downs, Calais, Me, 1813,
September 10
folder 192
box 273Fessenden, Francis, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1881,
September 9
folder 193
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt (biography), undated
folder 194
Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1854,
August 14
box 273
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folder 195
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike,
1858, February 2
folder 196
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike n.p,
1858, August 24
folder 197
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1858,
August 30
folder 198
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1858,
September 5
folder 199
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1858,
September 16
folder 200
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1858,
September 26
folder 201
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
April 9
folder 202
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
April 10
folder 203
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
April 17
folder 204
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
May 1
folder 205
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
May 8
folder 206
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
July 23
folder 207
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter,Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
August 17
folder 208
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 4
folder 209
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 26
folder 210
Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1860,
September 2
box 273
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folder 211
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Fortland, to James S. Pike, 1860,
September 12
folder 212
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike,
1861, June 30
folder 213
box 273Fessenden, William Pitt, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1862,
August 2
folder 214
box 273Fisher, Elisabeth R., letter, Wakefield, to James S. Pike, 1864,
March 19
folder 215
box 273Fisher, George P., letter, Dover, to James S. Pike, 1861, April 8
folder 216
box 273Flint, R . M., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1861, February 20
folder 217
box 273Flint, R . M., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1861, March 8
folder 218
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1861, April 22
folder 219
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1862, December 22
folder 220
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to James S. Pike, 1863, January 15
folder 221
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to James S. Pike, 1863, March 2
folder 222
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1863, March 12
folder 223
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne,to James S. Pike, 1863, March 20
folder 224
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to James S. Pike, 1863, March 28
folder 225
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1863, June 1
folder 226
Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to Lizzie E. Pike, 1865, June 22 box 273
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folder 227
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to Lizzie E. Pike, 1865, July 17
folder 228
box 273Fogg, George G., letter, Berne, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1865, September 26
folder 229
box 273Folsom, George, letter, to James S. Pike, 1861, April 26
folder 230
box 273Fortner?, Marie, letter, B...? to James S. Pike, 1865, March
folder 231
box 273Foster, S. C., letter, Pembroke, to James S. Pike, 1859, August 29
folder 232
box 273Foster, S. C., letter, Pembroke, to James S. Pike, 1859, August 30
folder 233
box 273Foster, S. C., letter, Pembroke, to James S. Pike, 1859, September
9
folder 234
box 273Fraser, letter, U.S. Ship Niagara, to James S. Pike, The Hague.
Endorsed by Pike: Commodore Fraser, 1865, July 5
folder 235
box 273Fry, Edward P., letter, New York, to James S. Pike Relates to
slavery, 1860, April 13
folder 236
box 273Frye, Jed, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Avondale, 1859,
March 7
folder 237
box 273Frye, Jed, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859, June
29
folder 238
box 273Frye, Jed, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
August 8
folder 239
box 273Frye, Jed, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
August 27
folder 240
box 273Frye, Jed, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
September 28
folder 241
box 273Gardiner, R. H., letter, to Mr. Editor, 1859, May 4
folder 242
Genealogical notes on Pike family (8 items), undated box 273
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folder 243
box 273Giddings, Joshua R., letter, Jefferson(?) to James S. Pike, 1857,
March 31
folder 244
box 273Girdlestone, F. G., letter, West Salisbury, to James S. Pike, 1865,
August 14
folder 245
box 273Goodrich, Aaron, letter, to James S. Pike, The Hague, undated
folder 246
box 273Graham, I. L., letter, Munich, to James S. Pike, The Hague, 1862,
October 7
folder 247
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850, April
24
folder 248
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850, April
25
folder 249
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850, April
27
folder 250
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850, April
28
folder 251
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850, May 1
folder 252
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850, May 2
folder 253
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850, May
16
folder 254
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850, August
22
folder 255
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
1852, May 26
folder 256
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1852, May
29
folder 257
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1852, June
13
folder 258
Greeley, Horace, letter, Washington. Proposed letter to be read?
by General Scott, 1852, June 20
box 273
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folder 259
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1854,
February 24
folder 260
box 273Greeley Horace, letter, Washington, D.C, to Charles A. Dana ,
New York, 1856, February 1
folder 261
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1856,
February 15
folder 262
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike, New
York, 1856, February 26
folder 263
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, Washington, D.C, to C. A. Dana, 1856,
February 27
folder 264
box 273Greeley, Horace.letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1856, April
21
folder 265
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to J. S. Henrey?, Washlngton,
D. C, 1856, April 26
folder 266
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1856, May
21
folder 267
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
1856, June 5
folder 268
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1856,
August 5
folder 269
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1856 August
13
folder 270
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1856,
September 10
folder 271
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter,New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1856,
September 21
folder 272
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1856,
October 6
folder 273
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1857, July 1
folder 274
Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1858,
July 7
box 273
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folder 275
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1860, February 26
folder 276
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1860, March
2
folder 277
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington
D.C, 1860, March 5
folder 278
box 273Greeley Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1860, March
8
folder 279
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1860, March
20
folder 280
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1860, May
29
folder 281
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1860,
August 13
folder 282
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1861? May
21
folder 283
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1867, January 8
folder 284
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1867,
February 6
folder 285
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1867, February 10
folder 286
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1867, February 17
folder 287
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1868, April
26
folder 288
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1869,
November 9
folder 289
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1870, December 4
folder 290
Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1871, April 9 box 273
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folder 291
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington
D.C, 1872, February 28
folder 292
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1872, March
2
folder 293
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1872, March 6
folder 294
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1872, March 10
folder 295
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1872,
August 2
folder 296
box 273Greeley, Horace, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1872,
August 7
folder 297
box 273Greely, Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1849, December
29
folder 298
box 273Greely, Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington, 1850,
January 7
folder 299
box 273Greely, Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington, 1850,
January 25
folder 300
box 273Greeley, Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1850,
August 5
folder 301
box 273Greely, Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1850,
August 12
folder 302
box 273Greely, Philip, letter,Boston, to James S. Pike, 1850, August 23
folder 303
box 273Greely, Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1850,
September 5
folder 304
box 273Greely Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1852, January 30
folder 305
box 273Greely Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1852, February 16
folder 306
Greely Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1852, March 1 box 273
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folder 307
box 273Greely, Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1852, March 19
folder 308
box 273Greely, Philip, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1852, April 6
folder 309
box 273Greely, Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike and FitzHenry,
1852, April 10
folder 310
box 273Greely Philip, letter,Boston, to James S. Pike, 1852, April 15
folder 311
box 273Greely Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1852, May 3
folder 312
box 273Greely Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1852, May 15
folder 313
box 273Greely Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pik e, 1852, May 27
folder 314
box 273Greely Philip, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1852, June 4
folder 315
box 273Greene, Charles G., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1850,
September 12
folder 316
box 273Grimes, James W., letter, Burlington, to James S. Pike, 1854, Aug
14
folder 317
box 273Grimes, James W., letter, Burlington, to James S. Pike, 1861,
September 3
folder 318
box 273Grosvenor, Samuel P. Will, Pomfret, Ct. Endorsed by Pike: Copy
of S. P. Grosvenor's Will, 1857, June 17
folder 319
box 273Grove, J., letter, Burrington, to James S. Pike, Endorsed by Pike:
Rev. J. Grove. Near Bristol, 1865, September 1
folder 320
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, New York, to James S. Pike,
undated
folder 321
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, New York,to James S. Pike, 1852,
March
folder 322
Gurowski Adam Count, letter, Chicago, to James S. Pike, 1854,
June 8
box 273
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folder 323
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, Niagara Falls, to James S. Pike,
1854, June 14
folder 324
box 273Gurowski, Adam Count, letter, Saratoga Springs, to James S. Pike,
1854, July 16
folder 325
box 273Gurowski, Adam Count, letter, Newport, to James S. Pike, 1854,
July 20
folder 326
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, Newport, to James S. Pike, 1854,
August 12
folder 327
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, Brattleboro, to James S. Pike, 1855,
June
folder 328
box 273Gurowski, Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1856,
April
folder 329
box 273(These folders were accidentally omitted in the cataloging and
numbering process. There are no folders #330-339, and no items
are missing.) folder
330-339
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, 1858, April 28
folder 340
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, Brattleboro, to James S. Pike, 1858,
August 19
folder 341
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, 1859?
folder 342
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, Washington,
1859?
folder 343
box 273Gurowski, Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, 1859, April
folder 344
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, New York, to James S. Pike Maine,
1859? April 16
folder 345
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
May 6
folder 346
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, 1860, May 12
folder 347
Letter, to James S. Pike, 1860, July 13 box 273
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folder 348
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, Morrisvania, to James S. Pike,
1860, August 31
folder 349
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, Morrisvania, to James S. Pike,
1860, September 11
folder 350
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, 1861
folder 351
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, 1861
folder 352
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, to James S. Pike, 1861?
folder 353
box 273Gurowski Adam Count, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike,
1861, August 30
folder 354
box 274H, I. E., letter, to James S. Pike, undated
folder 355
box 274Haight, Samuel, letter, Newburgh, N.Y, to James S. Pike, 1852,
October 21
folder 356
box 274Hall, James S., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1861, February 20
folder 357
box 274Hamlin, Elijah L., letter, Bangor, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1858,
November 10
folder 358
box 274Hamlin, Hannibal, letter, Hampden, Me, to James S. Pike, Calais,
1858, September 12
folder 359
box 274Hancock Plantation, Organization and limits, 1840, October 23.
folder 360
box 274Harper, Emily, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1862, April 20
folder 361
box 274Harrison, Michael, letter, Yorkshire, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1865, August 25
folder 362
box 274Harrison, Michael, letter, Bath, England, to James S. Pike, The
Hague, 1865, September 18
folder 363
Harvey James E., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1858,
April 20
box 274
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folder 364
box 274Harvey, James E., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1859,
March 7
folder 365
box 274Harvey, James E., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1859,
December 25
folder 366
box 274Harvey James E., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1861,
April
folder 367
box 274Harvey, James E., letter, Lisbon, to James S. Pike, 1865, July 17
folder 368
box 274Harvey, James E., letter,Lisbon, to James S. Pike, 1865, August10
folder 369
box 274Hay, J. S., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike ; endorsed by Pike: St.
Croix Herald, 1861, May 5
folder 370
box 274Hazard, R. G ., letter, London, to James S. Pike, 1864, January 13
folder 371
box 274Hazard, R. G., letter, Frankfort, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1864, December 10
folder 372
box 274Higginson, T. W., letter, Worcester, Mass, to James S. Pike,
Includes note by Pike, 1859, February 9
folder 373
box 274Hill, Edward, letter, Langford, to James S. Pike, 1865, August 26
folder 374
box 274Hinckley, Howland, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, March
5
folder 375
box 274Island Falls Plantation. Organization and limits, 1858, September
6.
folder 376
box 274Johnson, Thomas, letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1859, February
25
folder 377
box 274Johnson, Thomas, letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1859, May 11
folder 378
box 274Johnson, Thomas, letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1859, December
6
folder 379
box 274Jones, Benjamin R., Plan of the town of Calais; late township no.
5, E division, as divided among the proprietors, from surveys of
Soloman Cushing + S. Jones, by Benj. R. Jones. map 27 x 22 cm. folder 380
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"Registered with the Deeds of Washington County--Book n. 14. p.
550-551.-", undated
box 274(This numbered folder was accidentally omitted. There is no
folder #381, and no item is missing.)
folder 381
box 274Keen, Robert, letter, Cold Spring Harbor, L.I, to James S. Pike,
1861, February 18
folder 382
box 274Kennedy, Joseph C. G., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, The
Hague, 1864, August 24
folder 383
box 274Kettell, S., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington D.C,
1850, April 9
folder 384
box 274Kettell, S., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington, D.C.
endorsed by Pike: S. Kettell. Editor of Boston Courier, 1855, April
15 folder 385
box 274Kilham, Charles A., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1859, March 5
folder 386
box 274King, Preston, letter, to James S. Pike, 1860, August 2
folder 387
box 274Kinney, William B., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1850,
April 20
folder 388
box 274Lamb, Nathaniel, letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1863, May 23
folder 389
box 274Lemann, Francis G., letter, Surrey, to James S. Pike, endorsed by
Pike: Rev. F. G. Lemann. Langford. Berks, 1865, August 9
folder 390
box 274Lemann, Francis C., letter, Langford, to James S. Pike, 1865,
September 9
folder 391
box 274Lemann, Francis C., letter, Langford, to James S. Pike, 1865,
September 21
folder 392
box 274Lesley, Joseph, letter, Danforth, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 4
folder 393
box 274Lincoln, Theodore, letter, Dennysville, to James S. Pike, 1859,
June 15
folder 394
box 274Lloyd, D., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, May 5
folder 395
Lovejoy, Owen, letter,Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike, 1858,
April 8
box 274
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folder 396
box 274Lovejoy, Owen, letter, Washington D.C. to James S. Pike, 1858,
April 20
folder 397
box 274Lovejoy, Owen, letter, to James S. Pike, 1860
folder 398
box 274Lovejoy, Owen, letter, Washington, D.C, to Elizabeth E. Pike,
1864, February 15
folder 399
box 274Lowell, L. L., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1859, December 6
folder 400
box 274Luly, George, letter, Fort Kent, Me, to Z. P. Wentworth, Houlton,
Me, 1858, September 19
folder 401
box 274Madewaska Plantation. Organization and limits. Endorsement:
Copy, Organization Madewaska Plantation, 1844, March 25
folder 402
box 274Maine Historical Society. Acknowledgment of gift, First Blows of
the Civil War, by James S. Pike, from the Trustees of the Calais
Free Library, 1904. July 27. folder 403
box 274Marlowe (?), C. P., letter, Langford, to James S. Pike, endorsed by
Pike: Rev. C. P. --- Langford. Somerset, 1865, August 18
folder 404
box 274Marsh George P., letter, to James S. Pike, Recipe for "Roman
Punch", undated
folder 405
box 274Marsh, George P., letter, Turin, to James S. Pike, 1861, June 19
folder 406
box 274Marsh, George P., letter, Turin, to James S. Pike, 1861, September
14
folder 407
box 274Marsh, George P., letter, Turin, to James S. Pike, 1861, November
21
folder 408
box 274Marsh, George P., letter, Turin, to James S. Pike, 1862, March 26
folder 409
box 274Marsh, George P., letter, Turin, to James S. Pike, 1862, April 30
folder 410
box 274Marsh, George P., letter, Turin, to James S. Pike, 1862, August 20
folder 411
Marsh, George P., letter, Turin, to James S. Pike, 1862, August 20 box 274
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folder 412
box 274Marsh, George P., letter,Turin, to James S. Pike, 1864, April 25
folder 413
box 274Marsh, George P., letter,Turin, to James S. Pike, 1864, May 12
folder 414
box 274Marston, J . F., letter, to James S. Pike, 1859, August 10
folder 415
box 274Marston, J. F., letter, to James S. Pike, 1859, October 19
folder 416
box 274Massachusetts, Order of services at Faneuil Hall, Saturday, as a
testimony of respect to the memory of John Quincy Adams, 1858,
April 15 folder 417
box 274Mathewson, George B., letter, Pomfret, to James S. Pike, 1859,
April 13
folder 418
box 274Merrill Plantation. Organization and limits. Endorsement: Copy.
Organization of Merrill Plantation, 1858, September 6
folder 419
box 274Milligan, James, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1862, April 28
folder 420
box 274Miscellaneous materials, including news clippings, personal notes,
voter statistics, etc. (19 items), undated
folder 421
box 274Miscellaneous notes regarding ancient and European history (13
items), undated
folder 422
box 274Miscellaneous notes regarding Maine history (7 items), undated
folder 423
box 274Morrill, Lot M., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1858,
October 2
folder 424
box 274Morrill, Lot M., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1858, October
11
folder 425
box 274Morrill, Lot M., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1858,
November 8
folder 426
box 274Morrill, Lot M., letter, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859, June 21
folder 427
Mould, J., letter, Oakham, to James S. Pike The Hague endorsed
by Pike: Rev. J. Mould. Langham, Ruttandshire, 1865, October 12
box 274
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folder 428
box 274Munroe, E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, February 21
folder 429
box 274Munroe, E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, November 12
folder 430
box 274Munroe, E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike., 1859, November 26
folder 431
box 274Munroe, E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, December 2
folder 432
box 274Murphy, Henry C., letter, The Hague, to James S. Pike, The
Hague, 1861, May 13
folder 433
box 274Murphy, Henry C., letter, The Hague, to James S. Pike, 1861, May
15
folder 434
box 274Murphy, Henry C., letter, Tolz, to James S. Pike, 1861, July 16
folder 435
box 274Murphy, Henry C., letter, to James S. Pike, 1861, August 8
folder 436
box 274Murphy, Henry C., letter,Brooklyn, to James S. Pike, 1861,
October 26
folder 437
box 274Murphy, Henry C., letter, Brooklyn, to James S. Pike, 1864, May
1
folder 438
box 274Murphy, Henry C., letter, Brooklyn, to James S. Pike, 1864,
December 18
folder 439
box 274Murphy, Henry C., letter,Brooklyn, to James S. Pike, 1865, July
13
folder 440
box 274N. H., letter, Brussels, to James S. Pike, February 7
folder 441
box 274Naylor, Charles, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1860,
March 6
folder 442
box 274Newdegate, C. N., letter, London, to James S. Pike, 1864, May 24
folder 443
Nourse, Amos, letter, Bath, to James S. Pike, 1859, January 25 box 274
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folder 444
box 274Otis, John, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1850,
August 9
folder 445
box 274Otis, John, letter, Hallowell, to James S. Pike, Washington, 1852,
June 5
folder 446
box 274Page, David, letter, Fort Kent, to James S. Pike, 1859, July 29
folder 447
box 274Page, David, letter, Fort Kent, to James S. Pike, 1859, September
1
folder 448
box 274Page, David, letter, Fort Kent, to James S. Pike, 1859, September
13
folder 449
box 274Pattee, S. B., letter, Fort Fairfield, to James S. Pike, 1859, August
21
folder 450
box 274Pattee, S. B., letter, Fort Fairfield, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 18
folder 451
box 274Pattee, S. B., letter, Fort Fairfield, to James S. Pike, 1860, April 1
folder 452
box 274Perry, Caroline, letter, Pawtucket, to James S. Pike, The Hague,
1862, November 14
folder 453
box 274Perry, Caroline, letter, Providence, to James S. Pike, 1865,
January 4
folder 454
box 274Peters, C. and E. I., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 29
folder 455
box 274Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
January 5
folder 456
box 274Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, January
28
folder 457
box 274Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859,
February 17
folder 458
box 274Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Portland,
1859, May 17
folder 459
Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
June 13
box 274
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folder 460
box 274Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
June 22
folder 461
box 274Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
June 28
folder 462
box 274Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
September 26
folder 463
box 274Peters, Edward D., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
September 29
folder 464
box 274Platt, Donn, letter, Cincinnati, to James S. Pike, 1859, April 22
folder 465
box 274Pike, Alice W., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1864, January 23
folder 466
box 274Pike, Caroline, letter, Concord, to James S. Pike, 1859, November
23
folder 467
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, February 7
folder 468
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, February
21
folder 469
box 274Pike, Charles, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, February 26
folder 470
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1859, February 28
folder 471
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, July 1
folder 472
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, September
22
folder 473
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, 1859, September
22
folder 474
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Oshkosh, to James S. Pike, 1859,
November 25
folder 475
Pike, Charles E., letter, Oshkosh, to James S. Pike, 1859,
December 12
box 274
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folder 476
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Oshkosh, to James S. Pike, New York,
1861, March 9
folder 477
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Oshkosh, to James S. Pike, 1861,
September 15
folder 478
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Oshkosh, to James S. Pike, 1864, February
18
folder 479
box 274Pike, Charles E., letter, Oshkosh, to James S. Pike, 1865, January
2
folder 480
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, undated
folder 481
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, ?, 1859, April 7
folder 482
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, ?, 1862,
July 13
folder 483
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, ?, 1862, August
3
folder 484
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike ?, 1862,
October 22
folder 485
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, Machias, to James S. Pike, ?, 1863,
October 11
folder 486
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, to James S. Pike, ?, 1863, October 18
folder 487
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, Calais, to ?, 1865, October 15
folder 488
box 274Pike, Frederick A., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1865,
November 12
folder 489
box 274Pike, Frederick A., Will, 1886, October 16
folder 490
box 274Pike, James, letter, Oxford, to James S. Pike, 1864, April 28
folder 491
Pike, James, letter, Dublin, to James S. Pike, The Hague, 1864,
June 2
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folder 492
box 274Pike, James, letter, London, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1865, July 3
folder 493
box 274Pike James S. Dispatch. The Hague, to W. H. Seward ; endorsed
by Pike: Dispatch to Sec. of State. No. 102, 1863, October 7
folder 494
box 274Pike, James S. Dispatch. The Hague, to W. H. Seward ; endorsed
by Pike: Dispatch to Sec. of State. No. 105, 1863, October 14
folder 495
box 274Pike, James S. Dispatch. The Hague, to W. H. Seward ; endorsed
by Pike: Dispatch to Sec. of State. No. 106, 1863, October 28
folder 496
box 274Pike James S. Dispatch. The Hague, to W. H. Seward ?; endorsed
by Pike: Dispatch 113 to Seward, 1863, December 16
folder 497
box 274Pike, James S. Dispatch. The Hague, to W. H. Seward ; endorsed
by Pike: Dispatch 118 to Seward, 1864, January 6
folder 498
box 274Pike, James S., letter, to Mr. Marsh Excerpts from a note to Mr.
Marsh, undated
folder 499
box 274Pike, James S., letter, to the Portland Press Herald; endorsed by
Pike: Proposed reply to Portland Press--not made, undated
folder 500
box 274Pike, James S., letter, to Rev. Sir. Draft of letter sent to several
vicars in England, undated
folder 501
box 274Pike, James S., letter, to the Secretary of the Treasury, undated
folder 502
box 274Pike, James S., letter, Boston, to George M. Snow, New York,
1853, June 9
folder 503
box 274Pike, James S., letter, Avondale, to ?, 1857, April 25
folder 504
box 274Pike, James S., letter, to Thomas Corwin Relates to the Supreme
Court, 1858, October 2
folder 505
box 274Pike, James S., letter, The Hague, to Mr. Chace, 1862, December
31
folder 506
box 274Pike, James S. Manuscripts, probably first drafts, of published
letters (15 items), undated
folder 507
Residence of present diplomats, undated box 274
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folder 508
box 274Pike, Samuel G., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1861, April 20
folder 509
box 274Pike, Samuel G., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, The Hague, 1861,
September 27
folder 510
box 274Pike, Samuel G., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1864, April 4
folder 511
box 274Pike, Samuel G., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1864, December
8
folder 512
box 274Pike, Samuel G., letter, Calais, to James S. Pike, 1866, December
15
folder 513
box 274Poor, Alfred, letter, Salem, to James S. Pike, 1875, December 7
folder 514
box 274Poor, Alfred, letter, Salem, to James S. Pike, 1876, February 15
folder 515
box 274Potter, C. F., letter, Augusta, Me, 1860, May 24
folder 516
box 274Randall, J. Montague, letter, Langham, to James S. Pike, 1865,
August 22
folder 517
box 274Reid, Whitclair, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1872, March 21
folder 518
box 274Richards, Charles J., letter, to James S. Pike, 1864, July 17
folder 519
box 274Ripley, George, letter, New York to James S. Pike, 1853, July 3
folder 520
box 274Robbins, Edward H., Receipt, Boston, to Joseph Porter, 1790, July
22
folder 521
box 274S, Charles, letter, Boston, to Robert J. Mackintosh, Antigua, W.I,
1855, November 5
folder 522
box 274Sanford, B. S., letter, Frankfort, to James S. Pike, 1861,
September 16
folder 523
Sanford, H. S., letter, to James S. Pike, 1862 box 274
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folder 524
box 274Sanford, H. S., letter, Brussels, to James S. Pike, 1862, February
24
folder 525
box 274Sanford, H. S., letter, Brussels, to Elizabeth E. Pike, 1862,
November 23
folder 526
box 274Sanford, H. S., letter, Brussels, to James S. Pike, 1864, February 2
folder 527
box 274Sargent, Ignatius, letter, Machias, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
August 29
folder 528
box 274Sargent, Ignatius, letter, Machias, to James S. Pike, 1860, March
19
folder 529
box 274Sarjhgett(?), letter, to James S. Pike, ; endorsed by Pike: Count
Sarjhgett(?) N., 1862, November 6
folder 530
box 274Schonler, William, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1850, February
folder 531
box 274Schonler, William, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1850, April 25
folder 532
box 274Schonler, William, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1850, May 17
folder 533
box 274Schonler, William, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1850,
August 22
folder 534
box 274Schonler, William, letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1850,
August 31
folder 535
box 274Schurz, Carl, letter, Madrid, to James S. Pike, The Hague, 1861,
October 30
folder 536
box 274Seward, Willlam H, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1856,
May 26
folder 537
box 274Seward, William H., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1858,
April 15
folder 538
box 274Shackburgh, Charles V., letter, Essex, to James S. Pike, 1865,
August 29
folder 539
Shackburgh, Charles V., letter, Essex, to James S. Pike, 1865,
September 27
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folder 540
box 274Sheppard, Moses, letter, Baltimore, to James S. Pike, 1855,
September 7
folder 541
box 274Sinclair, Samuel, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
February 4
folder 542
box 274Sinclair, Samuel, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859, June
23
folder 543
box 274Sinclair, Samuel, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859, June
23
folder 544
box 274Sinclair, Samuel, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
August 4
folder 545
box 274Sinclair, Samuel, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 21
folder 546
box 274Slicker, Caroline. Account of Spinoza (2p. 19 cm.), Holograph in
French, 1864, April
folder 547
box 274Smith, Henderek H., letter, The Hague, to James S. Pike, 1866,
November 27
folder 548
box 274Smith, John Jay, letter, Germantown, Pa, to James S. Pike, 1865,
November 3
folder 549
box 274Smith, Truman, letter, Washington City, to James S. Pike, 1850,
August 10
folder 550
box 274Smith, Truman, letter, Washington City, to James S. Pike, 1850,
August 26
folder 551
box 274Smith, Truman, letter, Litchfield, Ct, to James S. Pike, 1851,
August 11
folder 552
box 274Smith, Truman, letter, Washington City, to James S. Pike, news
clipping enclosure, 1853, March 27
folder 553
box 274Stanton, Benjamin, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1860,
February 11
folder 554
box 274Stevens, I. D., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1852, May 27
folder 555
Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1858, July 10 box 274
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folder 556
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1858, August
24
folder 557
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1858, August
28
folder 558
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1858, August
30
folder 559
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1858,
September 4
folder 560
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1858,
September 6
folder 561
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1858,
September 7
folder 562
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1858,
September 17
folder 563
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1855,
September 27
folder 564
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1859, March
31
folder 565
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1859, May 26
folder 566
box 274Stevens, J. L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1859, August 8
folder 567
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1859, August
23
folder 568
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1859, August
27
folder 569
box 274Stevens, John L., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1859,
September 5
folder 570
box 274Stone, Edwin M., letter, Providence, to James S. Pike, 1879, June
2
folder 571
Strebeigh, Robert M., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1866,
July 12
box 274
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folder 572
box 274Talbot, George F., letter, East Machias, to James S. Pike, New
York, 1854, February 14
folder 573
box 274Talbot, George F., letter, Machias to James S. Pike, 1857,
February 5
folder 574
box 274Talbot, George F., letter, Machias, to James S. Pike, Washington,
D.C, 1860, March 8
folder 575
box 274Thomson, Bessie, letter, St.Stephens, to James S. Pike, 1862,
March 15
folder 576
box 274Thorbecke, letter, to James S. Pike, 1864, March 22
folder 577
box 274Thorbecke, letter, to James S. Pike, 1864, March 23
folder 578
box 274Thorbecke, letter, to James S. Pike, 1864, April 3
folder 579
box 274Tilton, J. E., letter, Boston, to James S. Pike, New York, 1860,
January 12
folder 580
box 274Trist, Nicholas, letter, Philadelphia, to James S. Pike, 1858,
February 27
folder 581
box 274Trist, Nicholas P., letter, Philadelphia, to James S. Pike, 1858,
June 22
folder 582
box 274True, N . T., letter, Bethel, to James S. Pike, Calais, 1859,
September 16
folder 583
box 274United States Guano Company, Stock certificate, New York, 100
shares to John Hancock, New York, 1861, March 14
folder 584
box 274Van Buren Plantation, Organization and limits, 1843, August 29
folder 585
box 274Van Buren Plantation, Organization and limits, 1857, August 18
folder 586
box 274Van Karnbeek, A. P. C., letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1864,
September 15
folder 587
Van Renssalaer, Alex, letter, Geneva, to James S. Pike, 1865, July
19
box 274
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folder 588
box 274Vinal, David, letter, Vinalhaven, to James S. Pike, 1859, August
31
folder 589
box 274Wade, Benjamin F., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1859,
June 5
folder 590
box 274Wade, Benjamin F., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1858,
January 10
folder 591
box 274Wade, Benjamin F., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1858,
March 2
folder 592
box 274Wallagrass Plantation. Organization and limits, 1858, August 20
folder 593
box 274Walrond, William H., letter, Langford, to James S. Pike, 1865,
August 16
folder 594
box 274Ward, William R., letter, The Hague, to James S. Pike, 1861,
September 21
folder 595
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Washington, D.C. to James S. Pike,
Calais, 1850, July 18
folder 596
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike,
1850, August 20
folder 597
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike,
1850, November 8
folder 598
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Washington, D.C. to James S. Pike,
1850, November 12
folder 599
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike,
Down East (sic), 1850, November 21
folder 600
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Washington D.C. to James S. Pike,
1850, November 24
folder 601
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa, to James S. Pike,
1858, March 3
folder 602
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa, to James S. Pike,
1858, March 10
folder 603
Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1858, March 20
box 274
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folder 604
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1858, March 24
folder 605
box 274Warren, Fitz, Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1858, April 1
folder 606
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S.Pike,
1858, April 13
folder 607
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa, to James S. Pike,
1860, February 15
folder 608
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1860, February 16
folder 609
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1860, February 20?
folder 610
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1860, February 23
folder 611
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1860, February 25
folder 612
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1860, March 10
folder 613
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1860, May 31
folder 614
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1860, December 10
folder 615
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa, to James S. Pike,
1860 December 13?
folder 616
box 274Warren, Fitz Henry, letter, Burlington, Iowa to James S. Pike,
1860, December 19
folder 617
box 274Washburn, Elihu B., letter, Washington, D.C, to James S. Pike,
1854, May 8
folder 618
box 274Washburn, Elihu B., letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1854,
May 20
folder 619
Washburn, Israel, letter, to James S. Pike, May 13 box 274
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folder 620
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, Washington to James S. Pike, undated
folder 621
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike Also
endorsed by Charles Dana: Opened and used. Dana, 1850, June 24
folder 622
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike Also
endorsed by Charles Dana: Opened by me to see if it had any
news. C.A.D, 1854, July 1 folder 623
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1858,
March 16
folder 624
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, Washington, 1858, March 20
folder 625
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, Orono, Me, to James S. Pike, Calais,
1858, August 30
folder 626
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, Orono, Me, to James S. Pike, Calais,
1858, August 31
folder 627
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, New York, to James S. Pike, 1860, March
15
folder 628
box 274Washburn, Israel, letter, Washington, to James S. Pike, 1860, May
25
folder 629
box 274Welsh, Frank S., letter, Decatur, Nebraska Territory, to James S.
Pike, 1860, January 1
folder 630
box 274Wheeler, H., letter, Augusta, to James S. Pike, 1852, February 2
folder 631
box 274Willis, William, letter, Portland, to James S. Pike, 1859, April 20
folder 632
box 274Wilson, Henry, letter, Natick, to James S. Pike, 1858, September
16
folder 633
box 274Wintour, George, letter, West Newark, to James S. Pike, 1865,
August 29
folder 634
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box 274aNotebook no. 1, November 1861-January 1862
volume 1
box 274aNotebook no. 2, January 1862-March 10, 1862
volume 2
box 274aNotebook no. 3, March 1862-May 21, 1862
volume 3
box 274aNotebook no. 4, May 22, 1862-August 30, 1862
volume 4
box 274aNotebook no. 5, August 30, 1862-April 15, 1863
volume 5
box 274aNotebook no. 6, April 16, 1863-June 17, 1863
volume 6
box 274aNotebook no. 7, June 18, 1863-July 24, 1863
volume 7
box 274aNotebook no. 8, July 25, 1863-October 5, 1863
volume 8
box 274aNotebook no. 9 Not found in collection, October 5, 1863-
November 14, 1863
volume 9
box 274aNotebook no. 10, November 14, 1863-February 1, 1864
volume 10
box 274aNotebook no. 11, February 1, 1864-March 25, 1864
volume 11
box 274aNotebook no. 12, March 25, 1864-April 29, 1864
volume 12
box 274aNotebook no. 13, April 29, 1864-June 19, 1864
volume 13
box 274aNotebook no. 14, June 19, 1864-August 16, 1864
volume 14
box 274aNotebook no. 15, August 16, 1864-November 6, 1864
volume 15
box 274aNotebook no. 16, November 6, 1864-February 4, 1865
volume 16
Notebook no. 17, February 4, 1865-May 30, 1865 box 274a
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volume 17
box 274aNotebook no. 18, May 30, 1865-October 8, 1865
volume 18
box 274aNotebook no. 19, October 8, 1865-December 17, 1865
volume 19
box 274aNotebook no. 20, December 18, 1865-March 3, 1866
volume 20
box 274aNotebook no. 21, March 3, 1866-April 2, 1866
volume 21
box 274aNotebook no. 22, April 2, 1866-May 18, 1866
volume 22
box 274aNotebook no. 23, May 18, 1866-December 1, 1866
volume 23
box 274aNotebook no. 24, December 1, 1866-December 1, 1867
volume 24
box 274aNotebook no. 25, December 1, 1867-March 1869
volume 25
box 274aNotebook no. 26 Not found in collection, March 1869-April 1870
volume 26
box 274aNotebook no. 27 Not found in collection, April 1870-February
1872
volume 27
box 274aNotebook no. 28, February 1872-January 1873
volume 28
box 274aNotebook no. 29, January 1873-February 1873
volume 29
box 274aNotebook no. 30, February 4, 1873-February 18, 1873
volume 30
box 274aNotebook no. 31, February 1873-August 1874
volume 31
box 274aNotebook no.32, August 1874-November 1875
volume 32
Notebook no. 33 Not found in collection, November 1875-January
7, 1876
box 274a
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volume 33
box 274aNotebook no. 34, January 7, 1876-September 1876
volume 34
box 274aNotebook no. 35, September 1876-May 1877
volume 35
box 274aNotebook no. 36, May 1877-November 17, 1877
volume 36
box 274aNotebook no. 37, November 17, 1877-January 24, 1878
volume 37
box 274aNotebook no. 38, January 25, 1878-January 25, 1879
volume 38
box 274aNotebook no. 39, January 26, 1879-February 18, 1880
volume 39
box 274aNotebook no. 40, February 18, 1880-March 29, 1880
volume 40
box 274aNotebook no. 41, March 29, 1880-March 27, 1881
volume 41
box 274aNotebook no. 42, March 27, 1881-March 18, 1882
volume 42
box 274aUnlabeled notebooks: Recollections of Calais, etc. (2 notebooks),
undated
volume 43
box 274aNotebook: Pike tour of Alleghenies, 1860
volume 44
box 274aNotebook: Gibbons Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire ... No.
1, undated
volume 45
box 274aNotebook: Robert Pike, undated
volume 46
box 274aNotebook: Agriculture of Holland and Belgium, undated
volume 47
box 274aNotebook: Pike genealogy, undated
volume 48
Notebook: General historical notes, undated box 274a
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volume 49
box 274bNotebook: Siecle of Louis XIV, undated
volume 1
box 274bNotebook: Concerning men involved in Civil War, undated
volume 2
box 274bNotebook: Article about Gen. Scott, undated
volume 3
box 274bNotebook: Miscellaneous essays, undated
volume 4
box 274bNotebook: Constitution and records of the Calais Female Jews
Society, auxiliary to the Boston Female Society for the Promotion
of Christianity among the Jews, 1832 volume 5
box 274bNotebooks of poems, undated
volume 16
box 274cNotebook of poems, undated
folder 1
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Title/Description Instances
box 274bScrapbook: Original articles, 1855
volume 6
box 274bScrapbook: Original articles, 1856
volume 7
box 274bScrapbook: Original articles, 1860
volume 8
box 274bScrapbook: Original articles, 1871-1873
volume 9
box 274bScrapbook: Original articles, 1877-1878
volume 10
box 274bScrapbook: Extracts, etc, 1875
volume 11
Three scrapbooks of newspaper clippings, undated box 274b
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volume 12
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Ephemera
Title/Description Instances
box 274bMiscellaneous invitations, undated
volume 13
box 274bMiscellaneous notes (2 folders), undated
volume 14
box 274bManuscript of novel by Pike, undated
volume 15
box 274cInvoice book and daybook, 1797-1835
volume 2
box 274cWilliam Pike and Company daybook, 1800-1821
volume 3
box 274cCommonplace book, Brunswick, 1829
volume 4
box 274cPhotostat copies of various documents, 1653-1692
volume 5
box 274cPublished material: James Sheridan Knowles. The wife, or the
father's grave, undated
volume 6
box 274cPublished material: Articles of agreement ... of the New York
Tribune, 1858
volume 7
box 274cPublished material: L'Angleterre et la vie Anglaise, undated
volume 8
box 274cPublished material: Robert F. Durden. James S. Pike: President
Lincoln's minister to the Netherlands, undated
volume 9
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